
Place your wood stove in the

desired location, not too close to

the edge of the dome. (Check

clearance requirements in the

manufacturer's specs - may be

written on the stove)

 A heat shield can be placed

behind it to protect the dome

cover. 

Put a few lengths of stove pipe

(black) in place to see where the

roof penetration will end up.

Measure up from there and find

the center of the chimney hole.

Carefully, cut an X with an exacto

knife into the cover (and liners). 

The black stove pipe needs to

terminate about 24” below the

roof penetration.

Metal Chimney Flashing Instructions



 From the outside, with a sturdy ladder, lower a piece of 8” OD (1” insulated)

Chimney onto the stove pipe, line it up with the dome cover, and place the

round vinyl collar over it. 

The specialized HH66 Vinyl cement can be used to make permanent alterations

to dome covers that won’t come apart or leak once glued properly. 

Gluing the vinyl collar: 

Apply a thin coat of vinyl cement to both

surfaces to be glued. Wait only about a

minute and firmly press both sides together,

making sure there are no creases. Rub and

apply pressure to create a good bond. The

glue will be quite strong within minutes and

at full strength after 24 hours. 

If the temperature is below 15 deg. Celsius

(60 deg. Fahrenheit), make sure to keep the

glue indoors until you use it so it stays warm,

and use a hair dryer or a heat gun while

drying the glue before pressing both sides

together.

Only apply glue to a section at a time, maybe 1/4 of the circle, and glue it carefully,

making sure there are no creases, then move on to the next section, working your

way around. 

Do not glue the very bottom of the vinyl collar so that water has a drain to escape. 

(careful with a heat gun not to get it too hot). 



Wrap the storm collar around the chimney pipe just above the flashing

and fasten it together with a metal screw. Then add a bead of Lexel

Sealant to waterproof and attach the storm collar. 

Add another length of Chimney pipe above the one penetrating the

roof, and make sure all pieces of pipe are twisted and locked into place. 

Finish off by attaching the storm cap on top 

Now, trim the cover, insulation and liner on the inside to the edge of the

metal flashing, making sure there is a 2" clearance all around the stove. 

You can get an oval metal cover plate for the gap from your local wood

stove supply - make sure it is designed for a 12/12 pitch. 



If you don’t want to have the chimney

resting on the stove pipe, you can install

a chimney support (available online or

from your local wood stove supplier –

for example

https://www.rona.ca/en/selkirk-

universal- chimney-support-kit-for-

cathedral-rooftop-0522907- 0196032) 

This will support the weight of the

chimney so the stove and pipe can be

removed while leaving the chimney in

place. Attach the chimney support to

the dome frame with Pipe Straps and

metal screws – some pre-drilling may

be required. Alternatively, 2 pieces of

2x4 lumber can be attached to the

frame triangles via heavy-duty metal

pipe straps, and the chimney support

can be screwed to the 2x4’s as one

would do with joists on a regular house

roof. Make sure to maintain 2”

clearance between the chimney and

any combustibles. 

Optional Chimney Support: 

Direct Method



2x4 Method


